
This Now Age Declaration for the Decade of 2021~2030 is 
offered to every world leader and all the peoples on Earth !

The offer is from the Voluntary Team ERF at the Earth Repair Foundation! ERF is also an acronym ERF is also an acronym 
for Earth Repair First, Earth Repair Friends, Earth Repair Family and Earth Repair Festivals. for Earth Repair First, Earth Repair Friends, Earth Repair Family and Earth Repair Festivals. 
ERF calls this work the art of Thought-Seeding viable, feasible and achievable solutions.ERF calls this work the art of Thought-Seeding viable, feasible and achievable solutions.

Humanity has evolved from the Old Age, through the New Age and the NOW AGE is here with a 
Declaration that the NOW WORLD ORDER for Inner Peace continues forever, as NOW is all there is.

This portable document file (PDF) comprises 36 self-complete pages including the Earth Repair 
Charter Global Solution Strategy which is a Charter from the people, for the people and for 
every government. It has been developed over the last three decades and is endorsed by 
many eminent people from around the world. Some endorsements can be read in this file.  
Each endorser explains about the true value of this potentially historic Charter.

The Charter is the primary Earth Repair Manifesto which has been carefully defined after 
wide consultation with assistance from many volunteers and contributors. Numerous achievable 
solution strategies have stemmed from the Charter and some are also in this file. 

Everyone is encouraged to read, absorb, adopt and network the Earth Repair Charter.

A primary aspect of the Global Earth Repair movement is home yard composting Sense of Humus 
style, and organic permaculture food-gardening to ensure food security for present and future 
generations. This will enable increasing numbers of people to participate in this movement for 
world improvement and also practice hygienic, aerobic, no-dig composting in highly efficient 
compost bins made from 100% recycled plastics.  

Suburban areas of towns and cities throughout the world have the potential to become abundant 
eco-villages within a decade. To be achieved by adopting the minimum-maintenence, maximum-yield 
principles and ethics of Permaculture, and learning how to co-operate with the Sun, the Earth, the 
Wind and the Rain for this to become the world’s most honourable and ethical employment system.

One of ERF’s sayings is: “What The World Needs Now is A Sense of Humus”.  Click to see a brief 
video on composting in recycled plastic bins and hear the song.  https://youtu.be/V7VVRPdF7o0

ERF’s work is based on the ‘less is more’ principle, so there is much essence in these pages 
to which incalculable research, development and intelligence has been invested by many and 
various people over decades. May you find the ideas inspiring, enjoyable and useful, and if 
you do, please promote earthrepair.net with friends, family and on social media networks.

ERF’s primary mission is to inspire, educate and motivate present and future generations towards 
a balanced, safe, healthy, peaceful and more sustainable world.  Our aim is to help make the whole 
world realise we are all related, and cooperation is the natural order of life for everyone.

With Big Love from all of us at Team ERF 

When enough people lead, our leaders will follow!  Share this When enough people lead, our leaders will follow!  Share this 
strategy to promote Inner and World Peace and help make strategy to promote Inner and World Peace and help make 
the 21st Century and the Whole World, Good for Everyone. the 21st Century and the Whole World, Good for Everyone. 

ERF is motivating for world-wide adoption of  the ERF is motivating for world-wide adoption of  the 
Earth Repair Charter Global Solution Strategy to be the Earth Repair Charter Global Solution Strategy to be the 

most prominant theme for this latest Decade ~ 2021~2030most prominant theme for this latest Decade ~ 2021~2030

This is an URGENT appeal to humanity (every individual 
and as a collective) to Act to help reverse the damage 
being created to Earth’s life sustaining eco-systems.   

Click on the Charter to read it, see endorsements, and network it ...lick on the Charter to read it, see endorsements, and network it ...

Earth Repair Foundation (ERF)



PAGES INDEX 
The following pages comprise vital messages 
from the Earth Repair Foundation’s Team ERF.  
These have been carefully created since 1987. 

 

1. The Now World Order Declaration for Inner Peace is Thought-Seeding 
 a whole system change;
 

2. The Earth Repair Charter Global Solution Strategy which is the 
 Earth Repair Manifesto;
 

3. A page of Earth Repair Charter Endorsements revealing the Charter’s   
 full value;
 

4. Another page of Charter Endorsements showing its massive and 
 unlimited potential;
 

5. A Vision 2030 statement to help end war, unemployment 
 and famine for all time;
 

6. More Vision 2030 achievable solutions, many with the potential 
 to be achieved before the end of year 2022;
 

7. A one-page Multi-Faith Plan For Peace introducing Optimistic Nowist 
 Thinking and the latest time as the best time for all humanity;
 

8. A Sense of Humus Composting page with some food growing tips; 
 

9. A How to Compost page giving details about how to practice this vital 
 function of helping breed Earth worms and making humus-rich soil; 
 

10. A page about Natural Capital that will benefit everyone and the whole 
  environment;
 

11.  An Imagine Back From The Future two-page movie outline (2021-2030) 
 that educates, inspires and motivates eco-system restoration to enhance   
 the future for everyone in this decade, and for the rest of the 21st Century.
 

12. Plus more and, even better is yet to come . . .

This work is and has always been 100% voluntary. If you find this solution strategy appealing, 
we invite you to volunteer help or funds as an investment into a sustainable future. Following is 
a list of needs the Foundation is seeking assistance with: 

• Admin Assistance & Management;  • Project Planning; • Digital Media Management;  • Video Making;  
• Photo sorting; • Social Media Networking;  • Blogging;  • Fund Raising;  • Website Maintenance and 
Management;  • Round Table meetings via Skype, Zoom or similar; • Permaculture Food Gardening.

With extra assistance, this work-in-progress has the potential to significantly accelerate its spread.

Thank you in advance for sharing this information and if you’d like to register an interest to participate, 

please write to admin@earthrepair.net      Subject: VOLUNTEER

Greetings and welcome to the Earth Repair Foundation (ERF); 
I am ERF WORM and I’m the Official Mascot for the 

Earth Repair Foundation. One of my favourite sayings is: 
‘What The World Needs Now Is A Sense Of Humus’!


